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ABSTRACT

Digital platforms have become central to interaction and participation
in contemporary societies. New forms of ‘platformized education’ are
rapidly proliferating across education systems, bringing logics of datafication, automation, surveillance, and interoperability into digitally
mediated pedagogies. This article presents a conceptual framework
and an original analysis of Google Classroom as an infrastructure for
pedagogy. Its aim is to establish how Google configures new forms of
pedagogic participation according to platform logics, concentrating
on the cross-platform interoperability made possible by application
programming interfaces (APIs). The analysis focuses on three components of the Google Classroom infrastructure and its configuration of
pedagogic dynamics: Google as platform proprietor, setting the ‘rules’
of participation; the API which permits third-party integrations and
data interoperability, thereby introducing automation and surveillance
into pedagogic practices; and the emergence of new ‘divisions of
labour’, as the working practices of school system administrators,
teachers and guardians are shaped by the integrated infrastructure,
while automated AI processes undertake the ‘reverse pedagogy’ of
learning insights from the extraction of digital data. The article concludes with critical legal and practical ramifications of platform operators such as Google participating in education.
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An infrastructure for pedagogy: Google Classroom
Platforms are now a ubiquitous mode for contemporary interactions, extending beyond
commonly known instances like Facebook and Twitter into the mundane fabric of social
life and institutions: employed labour, public infrastructure, urban life and, of course,
education (Bucher, 2012; Gillespie, 2010; Helmond, 2015; Plantin et al., 2016;
Williamson, 2017). Platforms create new connections in a ‘global-scale arrangement of
planetary-scale computing’ (Bratton, 2015, p. 44), with a specific sociotechnical logic that
shapes the possibilities of participation. Platforms have myriad definitions, but can be
broadly conceived as a combination of new forms of governance, technical elements,
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computation and economics; a platform is a ‘standards-based technical-economic system’ (Bratton, 2015, pp. 141–142; Vallas & Schor, 2020).
Our argument in this paper hinges on the proposition that there is a logic specific to
educational platforms. Education is undoubtedly influenced by platform logics, but these
logics are not entirely deterministic. Instead, they evoke domain-specific ‘promissory
visions’ (Beer, 2018). The promises of granular and socio-emotional personalisation
(Williamson, 2019), and machinic neutrality and objectivity in educational assessment
(Perrotta & Selwyn, 2019) are not just imported from other fields where datafication is
pervasive; they have been adapted to the specificities of education. This adaptation
reflects a distinctive trajectory towards a form of ‘computational rationality’ that frames
educational problems in terms of calculability and prediction (Gulson & Webb, 2017).
We also suggest that the introduction of Google (and its parent company Alphabet), with
its search and advertising business model, into education entails a different platform logic
than other educational platforms such as learning management systems.
We attempt to substantiate our proposition by exploring a central aspect in educational research and practice: pedagogy. To this purpose, we address the question: what
are the features of pedagogic participation configured through a platform logic? The first
part of the paper outlines our conceptual framing, comprising the notion of platform
logic, and a framing of pedagogic participation within educational platforms. The second
part focuses on Google Classroom, which is examined as a prominent case study of
platformization in the primary and secondary sectors. We outline Google’s increasing
role in education through Classroom and propose a model for conceptualising pedagogic
participation within it. The model assumes that participation in the Google Classroom is
configured through three interrelated processes:
(1) Corporate imprinting: the process through which the platform owner ‘sets the
scene’ in terms of strategy and underlying principles.
(2) Infrastructuring: the development of an application programming interface (API),
which allows Google to shape how third-party applications interact with
Classroom. We outline four types of integrations between these applications and
Classroom: (a) automation, (b) hypervisibility and control, (c) synchronization,
and (d) cross-platformization.
(3) The division and automation of labour: the ways in which the infrastructure
provides a substratum for pedagogic participation. Here, we focus on the division
of labour between teachers, system administrators and guardians, the introduction
of elements of automation in the pedagogic environment, and a more insidious
‘division of learning’ (Zuboff, 2019) between platforms users who generate data
without any recompense, and platform controllers who have the technical and
epistemic resources to ‘learn’ valuable insights from those data.
The paper draws on documentary evidence to substantiate its claims but is mainly conceptual. Our argument is that the above processes provide a framework through which
a specific infrastructural system seeks to shape participation. In this framework, agency is reconfigured in particular ways: pedagogic decisions become inseparable from technical and
administrative decisions; learning becomes interwoven with the development of a platform
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literacy (how to navigate the platform and its API-mediated integrations); and teaching
becomes partly automated and distributed.
In the conclusion, we elucidate further our model through the notion of ‘double
articulation’ of the platform pedagogy. This conceptualisation illustrates how the extractive tendencies of Google’s business model shape a bidirectional algorithmic pedagogy, as
the platform learns constantly from its users, while also creating an infrastructure for
partially automated teaching and school management.

Platform logics and participation in education
Several attempts have been made to categorise the multiple forms of participation
mediated by digital platforms, but the concept remains fleeting and ill-defined (Fish
et al., 2011; Kelty et al., 2015). A related line of enquiry focuses on how participation is
configured through governance strategies and infrastructures that partially structure
activities and subjectivities according to digitally encoded logics (Agre, 1994;
Decuypere et al., 2014; Introna, 2015; Kitchin & Dodge, 2011). In this sense, the study
of how participation is enabled by platforms, and how it manifests itself, either in
normative forms or in idiosyncratic and resistive ones, are distinct empirical endeavours.
There is, of course, a key moment when platform logics and human experience come into
contact (e.g. Bucher, 2017; Witzenberger, 2018). These encounters require ‘traditional’
methods based on interviews or other forms of ethnographic observation to be studied,
but they are not our focus here. In this article, we are interested in the configuration of
participation through infrastructural aspects and their associated logics. Our starting
assumption is that platforms reflect the cultural, economic and institutional arrangements within which they are situated, as well as the different strategic goals of the
corporations and developers involved in their creation: a gig economy platform like
Uber will configure participation differently from an advertising platform like Facebook
(Vallas & Schor, 2020). Therefore, we want to understand how participation in an
educational platform is configured in distinctly ‘educational’ ways.
As we illustrate, Google’s platform logic in education is subsumed under two strategic
goals: to create an app ecosystem with Google at its centre, and to mould teachers,
students, and guardians into future Google users. These goals are pursued through three
interrelated strategies: corporate imprinting, infrastructuring, and the automation and
the division of labour. Together, these strategies configure a particular type of participation which resembles other forms of platform-mediated participation but is distinctive in
its ‘pedagogic’ scope. Some researchers have already examined the nature of pedagogy in
educational platforms such as MOOCs (e.g. Bayne & Ross, 2014), whilst others have
explored how pedagogic labour becomes managerial in response to infrastructural
influences (Kelkar, 2017), and their underlying logics: commodification, datafication
and personalisation (Van Dijck et al., 2018). While it seems unlikely that teaching as
we know it will be radically altered or replaced, a growing concern in educational
research is that platforms and automation are rendering the labour of pedagogy more
machine-like (Selwyn, 2019). We seek to build on these contributions but simultaneously
argue that there is a clear need for research exploring in greater detail the interweaving of
platform dynamics, their infrastructural aspects, and pedagogy.
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Developing a conceptual framework for analysing platforms in education
We locate this paper in the field of infrastructure studies, emphasising the interpretative
analysis of ‘boring’ technical things as a necessary way to understand new forms of sociotechnical power (Star, 1999). The paper draws on relational approaches in infrastructure
studies that show how large-scale infrastructures, including platforms, are complex and
heterogeneous networks of social, technical, political and economic elements that combine
to produce essential services such as energy supply, transport, telecommunications, and that
ultimately undergird the organization of economies and societies (e.g. Easterling, 2014).
A key empirical concern in platform and infrastructure studies are the logics through which
application programming interfaces (APIs) act as ‘platform governing instruments’ (Van
Dijck et al., 2018, p. 35) which specify the common languages and the rules of engagement to
which developers and users must adapt (Gray & Suri, 2019).
Our methodological approach sets off from a ‘technographic’ analysis of the Google
Classroom API. According to Bucher (2018), technography is ‘a way of describing and
observing the workings of technology in order to examine the interplay between a diverse
set of actors (both human and non-human)’ (p. 60). Technographic enquiry distinguishes itself from ethnography by concentrating on the suggestive and anticipatory
qualities of sociotechnical systems (Galloway, 2006), rather than the meanings attached
to those systems by people. Technography can therefore focus on individual algorithms,
programmed interfaces or entire platforms, and seeks to reveal not the ‘hidden truths’ of
these systems, but to develop a ‘critical understanding of the mechanisms and operational
logic of software’ (Bucher, 2018, p. 61). As such, technography lends itself to the analysis
of secondary sources and technical documentation.
Following this methodological approach, the main aim of this paper is to develop
a conceptual framework for analysing platforms in education, drawing on the close
analysis of four sources of ‘research intelligence’:
(1) the terms and conditions, including the privacy policies, of documentation provided by Google for Education to third-party developers and other users.
(2) technical documentation of the Google Classroom API, which we used to identify
several third-party applications that integrated into Google Classroom. This work
involved creating a typology of integrations including app function, data model
and business model.
(3) relevant media articles mentioning Google Classroom, paying particular attention
to work that noted the Classroom API.
(4) official guidance for teachers, parents and guardians issued by Google and thirdparty platforms that integrate into Google Classroom (e.g. Savvas Realize, formerly owned by the corporation Pearson).
The analysis that follows is supported by the above sources of evidence.

Corporate imprinting
One key feature of a platform over other business models is its positioning both ‘1)
between users, and 2) as the ground upon which their activities occur, which thus gives it
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privileged access to record them’ (Srnicek, 2017, p. 44). Google has become one of the
world’s most prominent providers of educational hardware and software since its first
entry into education in 2005. The G Suite of apps was launched in 2006 (first known as
Google Apps for Education), followed by Chromebooks in 2011, and Google Classroom
(its hub for classroom activities including attendance, classroom discussions, homework,
and communication with students and parents) in 2014. Following mass school closures
resulting from the Covid-19 pandemic, by April 2020 the company reported 120 million
users of G Suite across 250 countries and 54 languages; over 100 million active users of
Classroom, doubling its reach from 50 million a month before; and a 60% share of the
market in education computers in the US (De Vynck & Bergen, 2020). While such
statistics do not reveal whether or how Google has reshaped pedagogic participation,
they do illustrate its increasing structural dominance over competitors.
Google Classroom and the associated suite of apps are offered free of charge, but this
does not mean a precise business strategy is absent (Singer, 2017). Through its educational offerings, Google pursues brand allegiance and familiarisation with its existing
infrastructure: teachers and students who become familiar with the Google ecosystem at
school will likely continue to rely on it out of school – both its consumer products and
enterprise software – thus generating the data from which Google derives most of its
revenue. While Google claims none of the data collected through Classroom is used for
profiling, it admits that once a user ‘steps outside’ of the classroom to access any other
integrated Google apps, the traditional extractive model applies. In 2015, the Electronic
Frontier Foundation formally complained to the US Federal Trade Commission that
Google was involved in ‘unauthorized collection, maintenance, use and sharing of
student personal information beyond what is needed for education’ (Cardoza & Cope,
2015, p. 2).
Many of the extractive features of Google are detectable in the legal specifications of its
privacy policies but are concealed by the rhetoric of Google’s customer-facing documentation. As Lindh and Nolin (2016) note, ‘the rhetorical aim of Google customer-oriented
policy documents is to disguise the business model and to persuade the reader to understand Google as a free public service, divorced from marketplace contexts and concerns’
(p. 650, original italics). Specifically, they argue, while Google makes strong claims that
‘personal data’ are not used for advertising or profiling, this does not include the category
of ‘information Google collects’, that is, ‘personal information’ of the type required for
individual profiling, tailoring of content, and personalization of services. By obfuscating
its data collection and business practices through such rhetorical moves, ‘Google policy
allows for a range of surveillance activities’ (p. 652).
The extractive tendency of Google configures its peculiar role in the dynamics of
pedagogic participation. As Google Classroom’s terms of service explain, when a school
joins the Google educational ecosystem, it agrees to provide personal information about
its students and educators, ranging from usernames and passwords to gender, email,
birthday, phone numbers and addresses. This also allows Google to collect information
based on the use of its services, including technical data about devices, log information,
location information and, of course, cookies and other tracking technologies. Although
none of the data collected through its ‘core’ educational services and products are used
for advertising purposes, ads may still reach educational users when they engage with
‘additional services’ such as YouTube, Google Maps and Blogger (Google, 2018). At the
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same time, Google reserves the right to use the data generated through its educational
offerings to refine and further personalise its range of products and services (Google,
2020c). For instance, this would allow Google to use non-personal data collected through
the G Suite productivity apps wherever they are being used (i.e. including Google
Classroom) to provide or improve other Google products, such as its state of the art AI
tools, which have become Google’s flagship initiative to cement its competitive advantage
in the digital economy.
The official terms of service summarised above seek to position Google as a ‘data
operator’, legally exempting it from the responsibility to establish local protocols for
informed consent and privacy. Google is clear that this responsibility lies with local
governing bodies and individual schools. This data operator role is, however, contradicted by Google’s additional categorisation as a ‘school official with legitimate educational interest’, in accordance with the US-centric legal framework that underpins its
educational offerings, the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), which
means that permission from students and their guardians is legally required only when
additional services (such as YouTube) are offered, but not compulsory when a school
shares educational records with Google.
As far as Google Classroom is concerned, the tendencies towards pervasive data
extraction and surveillance are moderated by some legal constraints, but still operate
indirectly in ways that benefit the overall revenue model. In this sense, Google’s positioning as a data operator is self-serving and problematic, but entirely consistent with the
platform logic of putting in place a flexible template, and then letting users and third-party
developers put in the labour and take care of the complexities. At the same time, Google’s
self-appointed role as school official is entirely accurate, as through the very same platform
logic that exonerates it, Google implicitly advocates its own non-neutral view of pedagogy,
that is, a normative set of expectations about how teachers teach and students learn,
accompanied by technical requirements which govern how additional ‘educational’ functions are integrated into the classroom experience. This pedagogic vision is materialised –
literally coded – through a proprietary software infrastructure: the Google Classroom API,
the second component of our concept of pedagogic participation.

Infrastructuring: Google Classroom API
On June 29th, 2015, during the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE)
conference in Philadelphia, Google officially launched its Classroom API. Jonathan
Rochelle, Google’s former director of product for education, showcased it as
a framework to connect developers, teachers, and students. The key strategic aim behind
the API was to further Google’s services and infrastructure into education, creating an
ecosystem of third-party apps built on the foundation of Google’s powerful and scalable
cloud. Discussing the launch during an interview with a public sector media outlet,
Rochelle was reported saying ‘it fits so well into our strength and ease of deployment. It’s
definitely much simpler than having the servers in the school, that’s like a no-brainer
these days. This hits administrators and the school district and school boards as something really powerful’ (Shueh, 2015 para. 9).
The launch of the Google Classroom API signalled a clear evolution in Google’s
education strategy, from simply providing a suite of productivity tools to offering an
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‘essential development infrastructure for building software’ (Gerlitz et al., 2019 para. 3),
which allows Google to monitor and regulate how data are being exchanged, and how
functionalities and their associated practices are integrated in the Classroom experience.
Before examining the specifics of Google Classroom API, it is perhaps helpful to provide
an overview of APIs in general.
APIs are a central integrative mechanism for platforms. They are formal collections of
programming conventions and data restrictions that allow external applications to
integrate into a platform (Helmond, 2015), and provide interoperability in distributed
computing environments (Snodgrass & Soon, 2019). Thanks to the mediation of APIs,
third-party entities (e.g. small developers, large vendors, and service providers) are
enrolled in platforms as a source of innovation, while ‘end-users’ and their interactions
become sites of data extraction. Therefore, ‘an API can be seen as both an entry point into
the black box of a particular computational service, but also as a clearly demarcated
barrier towards other possible exchanges with this service’ (Snodgrass & Soon, 2019 n.p.).
APIs are therefore the ‘grammar’ that shapes, to an extent, participation in platforms;
a grammar that frames actions and interactions through a form of anticipatory logic.
When an API is developed, its creators are required to ‘anticipate’ scenarios where endusers, devices and multiple types of data interact in (mostly) pre-defined ways. Such
‘ontological work’ is performed by abstracting complex social relationships in the pursuit
of commensurability and algorithmic efficiency. For example, Facebook’s Social Graph
API performs such work by converting people and their manifold social interactions
(likes, updates, histories etc.) into always-on and always-traceable ‘objects’ endowed with
economic viability by virtue of ‘algorithmic architectures that dynamically constitute
certain forms of social practice around the pursuit of visibility’ (Bucher, 2012, p. 2).
Consistent with this broad model, Google Classroom’s API actively configures pedagogy as a controllable activity and the classroom as a programmable space. Firstly, the
tried and tested mechanisms and structures of formal schooling (classrooms, coursework, student submissions and the asymmetrical relationship between teachers and
students) are abstracted into a predefined template for participation. Secondly, the API
acts as a bridge between Classroom and third-party integrations. The API itself is not for
users. It is the medium through which applications or software communicate with each
other. The API enables modularity by allowing a ‘plug and play’ approach, whereby
third-party apps and services can be slotted in seamlessly. In doing so, Google actively
outsources the task of expanding the platform functionalities, since it only provides
a framework through which external developers and providers will ‘enrich’ the classroom
experience, as long as they remain aligned with the overarching data ontology. These can
range from simple share buttons on websites to fully synchronized student and management information systems.
At launch in 2015, around 20 educational content and tool providers could be
integrated through the API. As of 2020, this number is in the hundreds. Google provides
an example of 50 applications on its Google Classroom landing page (Google, 2020a).
While the official guidelines and the API itself target developers, the Google Classroom
landing page advertises the platform to educators. Many other third party and in-house
applications can integrate with Google Classroom through share buttons or data synchronization, but the 50 endorsed third-party integrations are benchmark examples of
what Google values as ways to use its API infrastructure. These advertised integrations
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function as both a message to developers about the types of integrations Google seeks and
values, and to show educators its benefits beyond its core functions: from interactive
quizzes, to student information systems, content-based platforms, surveillance applications, and performance tools. Of these 50, only four are not of commercial nature but are
instead funded through government grants, private foundations, and volunteer work.
Only one third-party integration is open source. The remaining integrations are based on
a subscription-financing model.
The way in which Google Classroom is embedded into the wider G Suite makes it
difficult to draw a clear line between where one environment ends, and another begins.
This becomes apparent with third-party integrations developed to draw out and aggregate information across the entire G Suite range, such as plagiarism tools that embed into
Google Docs and extend control beyond Google Classroom. Likewise, some third-party
integrations offer attendance monitoring and automated Student Information System
(SIS) updates by accessing the log-in credentials of users within Google Meets.
By analysing the 50 endorsed third-party platform integrations, we developed
a taxonomy of four different types of integrations according to their main function
(there are significant overlaps between categories, but it is a useful heuristic). The types
of integrations are: (a) automation; (b) hypervisibility and control, (c) synchronization,
and (d) cross-platformization.
Automation describes integrations that automatize classroom processes, tasks and
practices ranging from automated grading, to anti-cheat software, the personalization
of stock content towards individual students, automated student feedback and content
filtering. Automation also features heavily as a secondary function within synchronized
management and surveillance systems. Student management systems often feature integrations for automated attendance monitoring, while surveillance systems can automatically block content or notify teachers or parents about suspicious behaviour. Most
integrations come in the form of add-ons to the platform either directly through the
Classroom API or other G Suite APIs.
The second main function of third-party integration is synchronization, including
student (SIS) and management information systems (MIS) that enable a full synchronization with Google Classroom. These integrations automate the generation of student
profiles, creation of courses, allocation of students to courses, synchronize calendars
amongst staff, or retrieve course or assignment grades from Classroom and copy them
into the school-wide administration tool.
Hypervisibility refers to integrations that make interactions between students and staff
with Google Classroom visible to others. These extensions enable surveillance and
automated control functions via extensive and intricate data collection, making interactions with the system visible in ways that exceed human perception. These apps feature
content control filters, student behaviour and platform interaction analytics, screen
viewing, browser tab control, device lockdown, automated attendance reports, suicide
prevention, and plagiarism checkers. Hypervisibility is not limited to the surveillance of
students but extends to staff through advance platform usage analytics. There is
a hierarchy of who can view user profiles and data: students are monitored by teachers,
guardians, and software, but at the same time many applications allow school administrators to monitor teachers. Potentially districts could use the same procedure to monitor
schools.
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The fourth function of third-party integration is cross-platformization. This feature
describes other platforms or websites that can link content between Google Classroom and
a share button or a single sign on to identify users through the API. The main applications in
this category are either aimed at teachers to upload, download, and share teaching material via
Google Classroom, or for students to access or create content on third-party websites.

Division and automation of labour in Google Classroom
In this section, we continue to follow our technographic approach by examining in detail
the configuration of pedagogic participation within Google Classroom. This analysis
constitutes the third element of our conceptual framework, taking the form of a ‘division
of labour’ structure, represented below as a typified sociotechnical flow where the API
logic shapes the actions of administrators, teachers, and guardians.
The system administrator. The API-mediated participation flow of Google Classroom
begins with the system administrator, who exercises a distinct form of power by regulating the authentication of users and the integration of apps and external platforms from
third parties. Thus, system administrators make key decisions about the circulation of
data from and to the Classroom (Google, 2020d). Through an ‘admin console’, administrators can allocate and verify teaching roles and regulate user engagement with
external systems, controlling how data in a domain is shared (Google, 2020e). System
administrators authorise institution-level integrations that link Google Classroom with
external learning management systems, such as Savvas Realize (formerly owned by
Pearson). Once an external system like Realize is authorised on Google Classroom, the
two platforms begin to share data (Savvas, 2018). Additional administrator-level decisions include device management (the ability to approve and block registered devices,
and to delete all data stored on them), and the choice of a data region policy, which would
allow the system administrator to select a geographic location for the educational records
collected through the platform (US or Europe, each with their different privacy frameworks). Finally, administrators regulate home access, allowing teachers to share information with guardians through email summaries about missing assignments, class activities
and homework. In August 2020 Google announced a range of new tools for administrators, including accessing audit logs, engagement metrics and data dashboards in order
to monitor activities and participation of both teachers and students in Classroom, plus
moderation tools for tracking student and teacher interactions in Google Meet sessions
(Google, 2020g). These examples are crucial from an infrastructure point of view, and
configure the pivotal role and capacity of the system administrator in the mechanics of
Google Classroom: someone strategically positioned at key intersections and bottlenecks,
exercising a noticeable degree of authority that contributes to the enactment of
a programmable pedagogy.
The teacher. The labour of teachers in the Google Classroom must conform to the
administrative constraints instantiated through the API and is partly shaped by the affordances of the platform and its integrations. Together, these constraints and affordances
require teachers to enact new practices to coordinate effectively with the platform and
introduce elements of automation in the pedagogic environment. The most likely scenario
begins with the use of Google apps to coordinate and assess student work. In the context of
literacy and writing, for instance, a teacher can use Google Docs in conjunction with
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Originality Reports, a plagiarism detection service that automatically compares student
assignments with content parsed by Google’s search engine (billions of web pages and
millions of digitized books), flags instances of copying, and suggests citations to ensure
‘academic integrity’, as well as stylistic and grammar improvements. In this way, the AI-based
aspects of Google search are added on to the architecture of Classroom, performing automated labour on behalf of the teacher. Based on these partly automated processes, teachers
will assemble remedial plans for students choosing from a range of available options. If
Savvas Realize is integrated, they will be able to quickly deploy ready-made and structured
sequences of literacy development (e.g. about critical reading skills and note-taking for
plagiarism prevention), while providing access to digital texts directly through the platform
(Savvas, 2020). These plans are easily shared with guardians.
The guardian or parent. The increasingly important role of guardians in the Google
Classroom, as evidenced by a growing literature of official and unofficial guidance (e.g.
Google, 2020g), is a clear indication of their formal recruitment within the flow of platformmediated participation. The home-schooling ‘boom’ spurred by the COVID-19 pandemic in
2020 brought into stark relief the extent to which guardians are expected to take over aspects of
homework and motivation management – always in keeping with the grammars of action
established by third-party apps and the platform itself. For example, Google launched a Tech
Toolkit for Families and Guardians on using G Suite, Classroom, and integrated apps for
home learning (Google, 2020h). Following the participation flow delineated thus far, guardians are co-opted through formal channels and involved in a model of remedial intervention
that straddles two proprietary platforms (Google Classroom and Savvas Realize). Once coopted, they become integral components of a partially automated pedagogic process where
multiple literacy ‘solutions’ are mobilised. These may include a ‘fully automated assessment
tool that uses artificial intelligence and voice technology to measure reading abilities’, a ‘digital
library that offers a curated collection of 3,500+ high-quality eBooks’, and ‘virtual book bags’
that can be accessed anywhere and anytime (Savvas, 2020). In order to function, this crossplatform and semi-automated apparatus for remedial literacy relies on home access and
distance learning plans, which in turn demand guardians to set up devices for home use.
Guardians are therefore encouraged to use additional Google services like Family Link, in
order to supervise students’ accounts and set up their devices (Google, 2020b). Through
infrastructure-mediated encouragements and expectations, the platform logic is thus
extended to the home environment, requiring guardians to take on several duties relating to
engagement, coordination, and supervision.
The shadow labour. The final piece in the Google Classroom participation puzzle is, at the
same time, the most opaque and the most significant from a political-economic point of view.
We refer to the participation, or indeed the labour, demanded by the algorithmic ‘shadow
text’, that is, the hidden data aggregations gathered from personal and public action that are
only visible to elite analysts or to automated analytical software (Zuboff, 2019). The shadow
text is the result of another problematic division – a ‘division of learning’ between experts
who can ‘learn’ to analyse data, and thereby ‘learn’ insights from it, and those whose data are
extracted. Because ‘surveillance capitalism’ has access to both the ‘material infrastructure and
expert brainpower’ (Zuboff, 2019, p. 187) to transform human experience into data and
wealth, a narrow band of ‘privately employed computational specialists, their privately owned
machines, and the economic interests for whose sake they learn’ (Zuboff, 2019, p. 190) has
become a key source of knowledge over human affairs, able to learn from the data in order to
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intervene in society in new ways. Zuboff further argues that automated ‘machine learning’
has been elevated as the key source of knowledge and learning under surveillance capitalism,
with humans even learning to ‘emulate the superior learning processes of the smart
machines’ (Zuboff, 2019, p. 414).
Drawing on Zuboff’s analysis, we therefore distinguish between the façade of Google
Classroom, its readable and actionable interface engineered to facilitate a particular form of
coded pedagogy, and the underlying text of algorithmic surveillance, which is hidden from
view and accessible only to Google’s epistemic elites, who alone have the expertise and the
technological machine learning resources to decode it. This distinction between a publicfacing text and a shadow text is a helpful heuristic to help interrogate the fissures and
inequalities that beset the divisions of labour in Google Classroom. Indeed, not only is the
shadow text the closely guarded domain of data science and artificial intelligence, but also an
abstracted field of labour exploitation in the service of a ‘reverse pedagogy’, where the platform
learns from its users. In this field, all those categorised as platform users (teachers and
students) are involved in a laborious relationship with Google, as interactions deliver training
data for its proprietary AI. In this sense, every click has the potential to deliver value, which is
extracted by Google to refine its commercial productivity tools. The key issue is that user data
collected from the G Suite ‘core services’ appear to be restricted for use in providing those core
services, but there is a leaky pipe when users also access other services, as illustrated in the
section on Google as the platform proprietor.
It would be inaccurate to claim that the entirety of Google – an organisation employing
over 100,000 people – is single-mindedly intent on the exploitation of personal data.
However, in the dominant business models in the platform economy, a rhetoric of openness
and freedom-to-use conceals ‘opacities that platform proprietors manage in their own
interest’ (Mackenzie, 2019, p. 5). Through these opacities, enabled by a sprawling apparatus
of algorithms and specialist knowledge, digital platforms turn data into intangible assets,
channelling them along financial circuits and subjecting them to capitalisation. As noted by
Birch et al. (2020), the mechanism through which data are turned into assets is a futurefacing undertaking based on expected rather than current revenues. In this sense, Google’s
extractive tendencies in education acquire a mission-critical purpose that transcends the
tensions and disagreements likely to exist within its organisational structure. Similarly, the
moulding of Classroom users into datafied Google users represents a corporate ‘long game’
entirely consistent with its overall strategic outlook.

Conclusion: the double articulation of the platform pedagogy
In this article, we have examined Google Classroom as an exemplar of platformized infrastructure that shapes a specific form of pedagogic participation. The three main sociotechnical components of pedagogic participation in Google Classroom are: a) the role of
Google, the platform proprietor, in establishing the strategic outlook and the ‘rules of the
game’; b) the various forms of integration enabled by a proprietary API, which simultaneously brackets and extends pedagogy; and c) the multiple divisions of labour which are
enabled by the platform dynamics, and upon which the platform as a whole depends.
We situated this article in the literature on infrastructure-mediated and platformmediated participation, but wish to reiterate that our chief claim relates to the distinct
educational – indeed pedagogic – ramifications of the platform logic, which are still largely
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understudied in the educational research literature. A more nuanced and discipline-specific
language is needed ‘to examine platforms beyond simply acknowledging that they shape
participation’ (Gillespie, 2014 as cited in Clark et al., 2014, p. 1447). We agree that we need
more precise discussions about the types of platforms, their underlying operational protocols,
the legal frameworks, the commercial strategies, the types of users, and ultimately the
multiple types of engagement that all of the above enables or impairs.
Our contribution can be summarised by the notion of a ‘doubly articulated pedagogy’,
which emerges in Google Classroom because of the three components we examined. The
first articulation is the off-loading of aspects of educational practice onto apps and other
platforms. This signals the fragmentation and the automation of pedagogic participation,
shaped by the infrastructure (the Classroom API) and by the specialised technical decisions
required to coordinate it. The main consequence is that educators can be easily excluded
from discussions about what gets integrated and authorised, how data are collected, and
how to establish and maintain licensing relationships with third-party providers of pedagogic integrations, which tend to be delegated to system administrators. The integration of
functions into Google Classroom becomes a modular and decoupled process, with multiple
sites of control that often exclude teachers and students. This separation between administrative decisions and educational delivery is politically charged insofar as it introduces
a sociotechnical power dynamic into the educational context. This dynamic is potentially
problematic because it is not the result of a negotiation, but an imposed sociotechnical
structure: ‘APIs are infrastructural just as they also impose structures and parameters of
various kinds, both on the data being exchanged, as well as those who use or come into
contact with these exchanges’ (Snodgrass & Soon, 2019 n.p.).
As pedagogy becomes fragmented and enframed within API-dependent power structures,
it is additionally altered through ‘plug and play’ integrations, various forms of automation, and
emerging divisions of labour. Our analysis of 50 API-mediated relations reveals a growing
landscape of integrations that illuminate how multiple features, practices and relations
between teachers and students can be ‘slotted in’ and automated, as long as they are consistent
with the data ontology determined by the functions and methods of the API. The introduction
of automation in the pedagogic environment does not eliminate teachers’ labour, but reconfigures it by generating new tasks that require teachers to synchronise effectively with the
platform, and by slowly but perceptibly shifting their efforts from actual teaching to the 24/7
coordination, moderation and facilitation of student engagement. In this sense, the pedagogy
of teachers and students, understood as a form of educational and developmental agency, is
becoming equated with pedagogy in the use of platforms, e.g. signing on, assigning tasks,
looking for tasks, submitting items, moderating interactions in the classroom ‘stream’ (Google
Classroom’s equivalent of Facebook’s Timeline) and so forth. Eventually, this platform
pedagogy could change the spatial and temporal aspects of schooling – where the classroom
exists and what proximity and immediacy mean – as it extends to the home context, where
parents or guardians may end up performing the labour of distributed responsibility for pupil
compliance with the platform.
The second articulation of the platform pedagogy is the algorithmic learning from data.
Here, the learning flows from the users to the platform, which continuously gazes back upon
them. Indeed, the algorithmic learning is embedded in the Google experience and thus
inescapable. It happens in multiple forms and for different purposes. Google collects anonymous usage data to improve its productivity suite and to develop its predictive and adaptive
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technologies (i.e. to train its AI frameworks). As students and teachers leave the platform as
part of their mundane interactions, they engage with other apps and platforms which either
belong to Google already (e.g. YouTube) or are involved with Google’s extractive infrastructure in one way or another. Drawing on Zuboff’s notion of shadow text (Zuboff, 2019), we
concentrated on the role of teachers and students in this reverse pedagogy, and described their
participation as a form of ‘shadow labour’, whereby every interaction, every written word and
every click is ‘dragooned as raw material to be accumulated and analysed as means to others’
market ends’ (Zuboff, 2019, p. 186). Thus, the extractive tendencies of Google’s business
model shape a bidirectional algorithmic pedagogy, as the platform learns (indeed, machinelearns), while also creating an infrastructure for partially automated teaching and school
management.
Popular understandings of pedagogy emphasise its role as a framework for educational
praxis, grounded in certain philosophical traditions, such as Dewey’s moral philosophy
(Dewey, 1909). Pedagogies are therefore theoretical paradigms that underpin practices and
values in education. In more prosaic terms, pedagogies are what educators do as part of their
jobs, often (but not always) under conditions of employed labour and in specific institutional
settings. This more mundane, yet far-reaching connotation of pedagogy is what we investigated in this article. The labour of pedagogy has been often examined in the context of
a subtractive dynamic (Biesta, 2017), whereby the influence of regimes of performativity and
managerialism has resulted in a progressive de-professionalisation of teaching, while the
encroachment of administrative and accountability-related duties has repeatedly undercut the
educational dimension. Against this backdrop, the process of platformization exercises a
distinct form of power that shapes and fragments further the nature of pedagogy-as-labour.
What remains, at this point, is the never-easy task of stating some caveats and
implications. One thing we omitted in this article is the analysis of misalignments and
forms of resistance in the actual manifestations of pedagogic participation. While it is
tempting to paint sociotechnical phenomena in absolutist terms, it is also true that people
are not simply ‘passive subjects, disciplined in linear and unproblematic ways’ by
technical systems (Kitchin & Dodge, 2011, p. 19). There is always a tension between
the sociotechnical imaginaries of large corporations materialised in digital infrastructures, and the compromised reality of sub-standard practices, improvisation, subversion,
denial and transgression (Selwyn, 2020).
Finally, more pragmatic implications can be derived from our investigation of Google
Classroom, chiefly in terms of legal and institutional frameworks to support a more transparent and consensus-based engagement with educational platforms. Firstly, the role of
Google (and other platform owners operating in a similar capacity) as a mere data operator
needs to be challenged and, ideally, replaced by its unequivocal categorisation as an educational actor with considerably higher responsibilities. This categorisation has important legal
ramifications as it would require that Google, like other corporations operating in this sector,
takes a clearer stance in its policies about the integration into its platform of capabilities that
undermine the confidential treatment of student data in the name of surveillance-based
management.
Secondly, there is a strong need for public and policy debate about educational platforms
and the home-schooling trend (forced or voluntary). During 2020, it is estimated that
between 862 million to 1.6 billion children and young people, half to 90% of the global
student population, were affected by school closures as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic
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(CCSA, 2020). Many of these learners engaged with education from home, using online tools
and platforms, with Google Classroom as one of the most prominent. Google considers that
Classroom is ‘mission control’ for many schools, and is increasing the range of features to
suit a schooling at home environment, including a student engagement metric (Google,
2020f). It is reasonable to expect that the need for social distancing will continue for the
foreseeable future, meaning that elements of online educational provision will need to be
maintained to varying degrees, as countries around the world introduce staggered returns to
school, spaced classrooms, and bans on large gatherings will continue to be enforced. In such
a scenario, it is essential to have a discussion about the labour of platform-mediated homeschooling, its unequal distribution in the household, its sociological and geopolitical stratifications, and the way it reinforces platform logics of datafication and surveillance.
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